ABSTRACT. -Some natural differential operators on a complex manifold equipped with a flat projective structure have been constructed.
Introduction
A flat projective structure on a complex manifold, of complex dimension d, is defined by giving a covering by holomorphic coordinate charts such that all the transition functions are given by the natural action of SL(d + 1, C) on CP". With an abuse of notation, in this sequel we will call a flat projective structure simply a projective structure. For a Riemann surface, there is no distinction between these two notions.
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension d equipped with a projective structure. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over X together with an isomorphism of ,P("+l) with the canonical line bundle KS. The existence of such a line bundle and isomorphism is ensured by the projective structure. Let V be the flat vector bundle over X associated to the projective structure for the standard action of SL(d + 1, C) on Cd+'. In Theorem 3.7 we prove the following theorem: THEOREM A. -For any n 2 0, the jet bundle JT:LPn) over X has a natural JIat connection. Moreover, the $at vector bundle J" (Len ) is identijed with S" (V"). For m 2 n, the restriction homomorphism, J,n(L-,) -J"(c-rl) admits a canonical splitting. In particular, setting m = 1, a differential operator D*y(n + 1) E H"(X, Diff~~'(C-", S'"+l(QG\) @ LPn))
is obtained, whose symbol is the identity homomorphism of S"+1(62i).
1. BISWAS
Theorem A is obtained by studying the jet bundles Iof the line bundle Q-N (k) over CPd. It is well-known that there are rich interconnections between projective structures on a Riemann surface and differential equations. A key factor in these interplay is a (nonlinear) differential equation known as the Schwarzian derivative.
The main point in Section 4 is the construction of a higher dimensional analog of the Schwarzian derivative. In (4.6) we define a general Schwarzian derivative which generalizes the usual Schwarzian derivative in one variable.
The usual Schwarzian derivative of a nonzero function f defined on an open set of C coincides with that of G o f, where G is a projective transformation. Moreover the Schwarzian derivative of a nonzero function vanishes identically if and only if it is a projective transformation. In fact the Schwarzian derivative can be characterized using these two properties. These two key properties continue to hold for the higher dimensional analog of the Schwarzian derivative.
From Section 5 onwards we restrict ourselves to the case of Riemann surfaces. Let X be a Riemann surface equipped with a projective structure. The projective structure on X gives a pair consisting of a holomorphic line bundle L over X along with an isomorphism of fZc"" with KS. This pair is determined up to a tensor with a flat line bundle of order two.
We will denote by Diff I;r(M, 1M') the sheaf of differential operators of order n from sections of a line bundle JV over X to sections of another line bundle 1M' over X.
In Section 6 we give a construction of lift of a symbol of differential operator, between certain line bundles, to an actual differential operator. Using this construction of lift of a symbol, the following decomposition of global differential operators is established in Theorem 6.3: THEOREM B. -Let X be a Riemann su@ace equipped with a projective structure. Let k, 1 E Z, and n E N be such that k $ [-n + 1: 01, and I -k -j $ (0, 1) for any integer .i E [l: n] . Then the space of global differential operators of order n from Lk to l', namely H'(X, Diffjt(Lk, Cl)), is canonically isomorphic to the direct sum 0 ( Ho x, ) i=o (= ($ H'(X, /Z-" @ K;')) , 2=0 with the property that the image of H" (X, Lt-'-'j) by this isomorphism is contained in the subspace H'(X: DiffG(L", ,C")) of HO(X, Diff:(L", ,C")).
Theorem B implies that @",=, H'(X, ,C-k-21'L) is canonically isomorphic to the subspace H"(X, Dill'<-(L",L')) of H'(X, Diff:(L",Lr)). In other words, the point of Theorem B is to produce a canonical splitting (semisimplification) of the natural filtration of H'(X, Diff;(L', l')), g' tven by its subspaces H'(X., Diff$(C", Cl)), where 0 < j 5 n. Theorem B and a construction in Section 3 together have the following corollary [Corollary 6.6 and equation (6.7)]: 3 Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g equipped with a projective structure. In Theorem 6.9 we prove the following: THEOREM D. -Let k, I and n be as in Theorem B, i.e., k $ [-n+l, O] and l-k-j $ (0, 1) for any integer j E [l, 711. Let M and M' be line bundles over X of degree k(g -1) and l(g -1) respectively. Then H'(X, Diffl;-(111, M')) admits the ,following natural decomposition:
H'(X, Diff;(M, M')) = 6 H"(X, Hom(M, M') @ K,") .
i=o satisfying the property that the image of H'(X, Hom( M, M') @ KzT") by this isomorphism is contained in the subspace H'(X, Diff,(M, 111')) oj H'(X, Diff",(M, M')).
Theorem D implies that the direct sum @L=, H'(X, Hom(M, M') 63 K,;"") is canonically isomorphic to the subspace H'(X, Diffi(M, M')) of H'(X, Diff'k(M, M')). For a compact Riemann surface X, consider the diagonal divisor D on S = X x X. The line bundle KS @ 0,~ (2D) . is t rivializable over any infinitesimal neighborhood of D, and it has a canonical trivialization over 20. In [BRl] the following result was proved:
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the space of all projective structures on X and the space of all trivializations of KS @ 6s(2D) over 30 which coincide with the canonical trivialization over 20.
It will be interesting to be able to directly construct the decomposition in Theorem D from such a trivialization over 30.
In Section 7 we compute the infinitesimal deformations of a projective structure on a Riemann surface in terms of a third order differential operator constructed in Section 3 [Lemma 7.41. More precisely, the infinitesimal deformations are parametrized by the first hypercohomology of the two term complex defined by the differential operator.
There is a natural local biholomorphism H from the space of all equivalence classes of projective structures P(S) on a compact oriented smooth real manifold S to the space of all isomorphism classes of SL(2, C) connections over 5'. The differential of H is described in Proposition 7.10.
The natural symplectic structure on the space of flat connections induces a symplectic structure on P(S) using the map H. This symplectic structure on P(S) has been expressed in terms of the above mentioned description of the space of infinitesimal deformations of a projective structure as the hypercohomology of a certain complex [Proposition 7.131.
Projective and affine structures
Let V be a vector space over 63 of dimension d + 1. Let SL(V) denote the group of automorphisms of V whose induced action on the top exterior product, namely Ad+'V, is the trivial action.
Let P(V) denote the projective space comprising of all lines in V. The natural homomorphism (2.1)
is surjective with the finite group center(SL(V)) as its kernel. Let X be a complex manifold of complex dimension d. By a holomorphic coordinate chart on X we will mean a pair of the form (V, $), where U C X is an open subset and 4 is a biholomorphism from U onto an open set in I'(V). DEFINITION 2.2. -A projective structure on X is a covering of X by holomorphic coordinate charts {U,, $u}~~E~, and for each pair n, ,O E I, is given an element G(cr,P) E SL(V) satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) $,, o 4;' is the restriction of the automorphism p(G(a, p)) to 4p(U~);
(2) G(a,P) = G(P; a1-l and G(a?@) o G(@,r) o G(y, cy) = Id (in other words, {G(a,/?)} is a SL(V)-valued one cocycle). Two projective structures {U,, $cy, G(a, 8)) and { .U:, $k, G'(r, S)} are called equivalent if their union, namely {Ucy U UG: & U $;, G(a! /?) U G"(r> 6)}, is again a part of the data for a projective structure.
The above definition of a projective structure is slightly different from the definition of a projective structure according to [Gull, [Gu21;  in the Idefinition given in [Gull and [GUN] , SL(V) is replaced by PGL(V). When X is a Riemann surface, a projective structure according to above Definition 2.2 is equivalent to a projective structure in the sense of [Gull and [GUN] , along with a choice of a theta characteristic, i.e., a square-root of the canonical bundle of X. More generally, the obstruction to lifting a PGL(V) structure on a d dimensional complex manifold X to a SL(V) structure on X is the image in H2(X, Z/(d + 1)) of the first Chern class of the canonical line bundle K.Y over X [S] .
Henceforth, by a projective structure we will always mean an equivalence class of projective structures.
Any Riemann surface admits a projective structure, but in the case of higher dimensions there are nontrivial obstructions for the existence of a projective structure [Gull, [GUN] .
The tautological line bundle bundle OP(Lr) (-1) over I'(V) will be denoted by L. The action of SL( V) on I'(V) lifts to an action on L. This implies that for a projective structure on X, the action of SL(V) on L induces a line bundle over X. To describe this line bundle over X in more details, fix a covering of X by coordinate charts {U,, &}, compatible with the projective structure. Now consider the pullback of L over U, using &. Using the lift of the action of SL(V) to L, these pullback bundles patch together to define a line bundle on X. The patching condition is ensured by the cocycle condition in Definition 2.2.
We will denote by C this line bundle over X obtained above.
Choose and fix, once and for all, a nonzero element, 0, in the line /jd+'V. The top exterior product l\dT,(,~j is canonically i:somorphic to
where P(V) x Ad+1 V denotes the trivial line bundle over P(V) with AdflV as the typical fiber. So trivializing /jd+'V using 0, we have:
where Kp(tr) denotes the canonical bundle of I'(V).
TOMET&1999-N'
The above isomorphism (2.3) commutes with the actions of SL(V) on L and KP(\.). This implies that (2.4) ,Cd+l = KAY.
Indeed, local identifications between ,!?+l and Ks, using coordinate charts, compatible with the projective structure, patch compatibly. That they patch compatibly clearly follows from the fact that the isomorphism in (2.3) is equivariant for the actions of SL(V). In other words, local isomorphisms, obtained using (2.3), patch together to give a global isomorphism in (2.4).
This line of argument identifying SL(V) equivariant objects on Z'(V) with objects on a manifold equipped with a projective structure will be a recurrent theme in this paper.
In order to deduce consequences of a projective structure we need to define a special class of projective structure, known as affine structures, where the transition functions are restrictions of affine transformations.
Let Aff(V) denote the group of u&e transformations of V, which is the space of all diffeomorphisms of V of the form A compact Riemann surface admits an affine structure if and only if its genus is one [Gull.
Given an affine structure on Y, using the multiplicatmn by scalars on V, it is possible to choose a covering of Y by compatible affine coordinate charts such that the transition functions are of the form (as in (2.5)) with A E SL(V). Henceforth, whenever we will consider a covering by affine coordinate charts, the above condition will be assumed to be valid.
Consider the vector space v := C @ V. The subgroup of Aff(V) consisting of automorphisms as in (2.5) with A E SL(V) admits a natural embedding in SL(V) using the homomorphism defined by T := (A:w) I---+ where T as in (2.5).
Thus, an affine structure modeled on V gives a projective structure modeled on V (on a different manifold). Conversely, starting from a manifold; with a projective structures, we will next describe the construction of a complex manifold equipped with an affine structure. Now V' has a natural affine structure (simply using its inclusion in V as the coordinate chart). The action of SL(V) on V' obviously preserves this affine structure.
Let X be a complex manifold equipped with a projective structure. Let Z denote the zero section of the line bundle l over X defined earlier.
Using its SL(V) equivariance property, the affine structure on L -2 induces an affine structure on the complement L -2 consisting of all nonzero vectors of L. Since the multiplication by a constant scalar preserves the affine structure of V', the affine structure on L -2 induces an affine structure on the quotient
where {exp(Zrfl/(d + 1))) is the group of (d + IL)-th roots of 1. Let K$ := KS -(0) denote the space of nonzero vectors in KS. The space Ki gets identified with the quotient space in (2.6) using the isomorphism (2.4) and the &ale covering map defined by p(v) = v'%(~+').
Using the above identification, the affine structure of the quotient space in (2.6) induces an affine structure on K-k.
We put down the above observations in the form of the following lemma:
LEMMA 2.7. -For a complex manifold X equipped with a projective structure, the space of nonzero vectors in its canonical bundle, namely K',, has a natural affine structure.
We will now derive some consequences of an affine structure, which will, finally, be used to derive consequences of a projective structure.
The tangent bundle over V, which is the trivial bundle with V itself as fiber, has a natural flat connection given by this trivialization. This flat connection, which we will denote by V", clearly commutes with the action of Aff(V) on the base manifold V. The action of Aff(V) on the fiber is the trivial action.
Let Y be a complex manifold equipped with an affine structure. The Aff(V) equivariance property of Vv mentioned above implies that it induces a flat connection on the tangent bundle of Y; this connection on TIT will be denoted by Vy.
Since the connection V" is torsion-free, V' is also torsion-free. The vector 6' gives a section of the canonical bundle Kv, which is flat with respect to the connection on Kv, induced by V".
Thus, using Lemma 2.7 the above observations give the following theorem:
THEOREM 2.8. -For a complex manifold Y equipped with an afine structure, the tangent bundle Tlr has a natural Jlat torsion-free connection. The canonical bundle KY admits a TOME78-1999-N"7 naturalJlat (nonzero) section. In particular, for any X equipped with a projective structure, the tangent bundle of K& (nonzero vectors in KJ;) has a naturalJlat torsion-free connection; and furthermore, the canonical bundle of Kk admits a natural flat (nonzero) section.
It is easy to see that the canonical bundle of K& has a tautological section (X is not required to have a projective structure). Indeed, the pullback of K-v, over X, to Kj, has a nowhere zero tautological section; now this, tensored with the natural section of the relative canonical bundle (for the projection of K-k to X), gives a section of the canonical bundle of K&. Evidently, this section coincides with the section of the canonical bundle of Kk obtained in Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 2.8 immediately implies that if a compact Riemann surface admits an affine structure then its genus must be one. Also, if X is a Icomplex manifold with Kx trivial, and not all Chern classes c~(TJ~), i 2 1, vanish (for example, a K3 surface or a smooth quintic threefold), then X cannot admit a projective structure.
Let ? denote the trivial vector bundle over P(V) with V as the typical fiber. The diagonal action of SL(V) on P(V) x V preserves the natural flat connection on c given by its trivialization. This property of the action of SL(V) implies that the flat connection on c induces a vector bundle equipped with a natural flat connection on any X equipped with a projective structure.
We will denote by V this flat vector bundle over X (obtained above. The quotient vector bundle p/L over P(V) is denoted by Q. On P(V) we have the following exact sequence of vector bundles:
This exact sequence is equivariant for the actions of SL(V) on all the factors in the sequence. The action on Op(V) is the trivial action on the fiber factor. Therefore, (2.9) induces an exact sequence
of vector bundles over X. Since V has a flat connection, its Chern character has the following simple form:
Therefore, the exact sequence (2.10) puts the following restriction on the Chern classes of Tx: PROPOSITION 2.11. -For a complex manifold X equipped with a projective structure, the Chern character of the tangent bundle T-x is
(The last equality follows from (2.3).)
The above proposition is valid for any manifold admitting a holomorphic projective connection [GUN], Theorem 5, page 94. The Proposition 2.11 provides a very simple proof for the special case of flat projective connections.
In the next section we will construct some natural differential operators on a manifold equipped with a projective structure.
Jet bundles over a manifold with a projective structure
In this section we will construct some natural differential operators on a manifold equipped with a projective structure. This will be used in the next section to construct a Schwarzian derivative for higher dimensional manifolds with a projective structure.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex manifold X. The n-th jet bundle, namely J"(E), is defined to be the following direct image on X:
where pi is the projection of X x X onto its z'-th f,actor, and Z c O.Y~S is the ideal sheaf for the diagonal in X x X.
The jet bundles fit into the following exact sequence of vector bundles over X:
where ,!P(fl~~) is the n-th symmetric power of the (h.olomorphic) cotangent bundle $. The above surjective homomorphism J"(E) -J"-l(E) is simply the restriction of a section of E over the (n + 1)-th order infinitesimal neighborhood of a point in X to the n-th order infinitesimal neighborhood.
The inclusion of the vector bundle Sn(fl&) @E in J"(E) is defined as follows: given any point 5 E X, for a local holomorphic function f with f(x) = 0 and a local section s of E around 5, the image of (c@)@~ ~8 s in J"(E)T coincides with the image of f"s.
Let V*(n) denote the trivial vector bundle over P(V) with ?(V*) as the typical fiber; V*(O) will denote the trivial line bundle with a3 as the typical fiber.
LEMMA 3.2. -For any n 2 0, the vector bundle ?J"(Lwn) over P(V) is canonically isomorphic to v* (n). Moreover, for any m > n, the surjective (restriction) homomorphism, given by (3. I), admits a canonical splitting.
Proof. -For n 2 0, we have
S'(V*) is defined to be 43.
For any :c E P(V) consider the homomorphism
obtained by restricting a section of L-'" to the n-th order infinitesimal neighborhood of x. (J"(L-'"), is the fiber of JT'(L-") at z.) We want to prove that the above homomorphism in (3.3) is actually an isomorphism. Towards this first note that:
So in order to prove that the homomorphism (3.3) is an isomorphism it is enough to show that it is injective. Assume that a nonzero section s E HO(P(V), L-") vanishes at 1c of order n. + 1. If d > 2 then take a line P1 in P(V) passing through :c and not contained in the divisor for s. The section s gives a nonzero section 3 E HO(P1, Op(n)) which vanishes of order n + 1 at z E P'; 0p1 (n) is the line bundle of degree n over Pi (note that the restriction of L-" to P1 is 0~1 (n)). However, this is impossible since a section of (3~1 (n) vanishing of order n + 1 at z is actually a section of 0p1 (-l), and 0p1 (-1) does not have any nonzero section. If d = 1, then repeat the above argument with P1 = P(V). This completes the proof of the first part of Lemma 3.2.
To prove the second part of the lemma, simply consider the homomorphism:
defined by restricting a section of L-" to the m-th order infinitesimal neighborhood of 5. Now the isomorphism (3.3) gives the required splitting homomorphism, namely
whose composition with the (restriction) homomorphis.m, given by (3.1), is the identity homomorphism of J" ( LBn). This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
The vector bundle Ji(L-") admits a natural lift of the action of SL(V) on P(V), induced by the action of SL(V) on L. Evidently, the above homomorphism p(n,m) commutes with this action of SL(V).
The sheaf of difleerential operators of order n, from sections of a vector bundle E over X to the sections of another vector bundle F, denoted by Diff"(E; F), is defined as follows:
Given a homomorphism J"(E) ---+ F, we may restrict it to ,!P(C&) QD E (using (3.1)). The homomorphism, (3.5)
thus obtained, is known as the symbol map. Taking m = n + 1 in Lemma 3.2, the splitting p(n,*n, + 1) of the exact sequence (3.1) gives a homomorphism, which, by the definition (3.4), is a differential operator of order n f 1. Let
denote the differential operator obtained this way. The symbol of D(n) (defined in (3.5)) is a section of Hom(S"(O&,)), Sn(S2&,))). Since 'D(n) is given by a splitting of the jet induced by the actions of SL(V) on P(V) and L-'". Let D(0) is the exterior differential operator, i.e., it maps a locally defined holomorphic function f to its differential df.
Let X be a complex manifold equipped with a projective structure. Recall the line bundle ,C defined in Section 2. Lemma 3.2 and the above constructions give the following theorem on jets of ,C: THEOREM 3.7. -For any n > 0, the jet bundle Jn(Cn) over X has a natural JEat connection. Moreover, the j?at vector bundle J" ( Cn) is identtjied with S" (V"). (The Jlat vector bundle V was de$ned in Section 2.) For m 2 n, the restriction homomorphism,
admits a canonical splitting. In particular, setting m =: 1, a differential operator
is obtained, whose symbol is the identity homomorphism of S~+l(fi~.).
Since all our constructions are equivariant for the actions of SL(V), Theorem 3.7 follows immediately. The flat connection on Jn (Cn) is induced by the natural flat connection on v*(n) (= J"(L-")) over P(V) given by its trivialization. In the special case where X is a Riemann surface, the above construction of differential operators Dx(n) was done in [Bi] . A different construction of D-y(n), where X is Riemann surface, can also be found in [BR2].
The Schwarzian derivative
In this section we will construct a higher dimensional analog of the Schwarzian derivative. For a holomorphic function, f(z), in one variable, the Schwarzian derivative is defined as follows:
which has the property that if
is a Mobius transformation with ad -bc = 1, then we have:
Furthermore, for a nonconstant function f, the equality &9(f) = 0 holds if and only if it is a Mobius transformation. We will first relate the Schwarzian derivative with the operator 'D-v(2) constructed in Theorem 3.7.
Let f be a holomorphic function defined over some neighborhood U of CE E C. Assume that f'(z) = 0. Therefore, f is locally a biholomorphism. Shrinking the domain, if necessary, we will assume f to be a biholomorphism from U onto its image.
Take X to be the open set U. Let D := D.Y (2) be the operator given by Theorem 3.7 for the obvious projective structure on U given by its inclusion in C. Since f is a biholomorphism, we may pullback the obvious projective structure on f(U) to get a possibly new projective structure on U. Let 2)' be the Isecond order operator given by Theorem 3.7 for this (possibly new) projective structure on U. Since the symbols of V and D' coincide, their difference, namely D' -29, is a differential operator, of order at most one, mapping (local) sections of L-l to that of K,$ @ L-l. The following lemma describes the difference 2)' -D. Proof, -Let X be a Riemann surface equipped with a projective structure, and let (IV, .z) be a coordinate chart compatible with the projective structure. By (dz)l12 we will mean a local section of C over W such that the section (d.z)li2 ~3 (dz)li2 (of C@") gets identified with the section dz (of Kw) using the isomorphism (2.4). The i-th tensor power of the section (dz) 'I2 will be denoted by (d~)~/~.
It is easy enough to check the following property of the operator DS (n) constructed in Theorem 3.7: for a section (d~)-("-l)/~h(z) of C(n-l), where h is a holomorphic function on W, the equality (4.4) holds. Now using the property (4.2), and the fact that the operator D(2) in (3.6) is an invariant for the action of SL(V), we may assume that x = 0, and that f is of the following type (recall f'(z) # 0):
by composing any f with a suitable Mobius transforma.tion to bring it to the above form.
Let h be the holomorphic function on U such that s = (&)-'/"h(z), where z is the obvious coordinate function on U given by its inclusmn in C.
Using (4.4) it is an easy computation to check that (4.5)
On the other hand, we have SV(f)(O) = 6(a3 -u;).
Comparing this with (4.5) we get that
In other words, the equality in Lemma 4.3 is valid at z = 0. Now, for any other point y E U, using the equality (4.2), and the SL(V) invariance of D(2), the equality in Lemma 4.3 is automatically valid, since it is valid at z = 0. Indeed, using some Mobius transformation we may map y to 0, and then invoke the above argument for z = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
In the light of Lemma 4.3, we might view the Sch.warzian derivative as a (nonlinear) differential operator mapping sections of L* to sections of KE 8 L*; namely, it sends (dz)y2f to (d2)"'"SV(f). Let P and P' be two projective structures on a Riemann surface X. The space of projective structures on X is an affine space for H'(X: K<:) [Gull, Theorem 19, page 1701. Let w E H"(X, K-t) be such that
Let us quickly recall the affine space structure (for H"(X, K;)) of the space of projective structures on a Riemann surface. Take a coordinate chart (U, Z) compatible with the projective structure P. Let g be the holomorphic function on U such that W(Z) = g(z)(dp.
Let 1c, be a function on U such that SD($) = g. Now (U, $ o Z) is a coordinate chart compatible with the projective structure P'. Let V,(2) and D;(2) be the two operators of order two given by Theorem 3.7 corresponding to the projective structures P and P' respectively. By Lemma 4.3 q&4 -%- (2) is of order zero, and hence it is a section of K&t. This is because an operator of order zero from C* to K-c @ C* is simply a section of Hom(C* , K-$ @ G*) = K$. Take the function f in Lemma 4.3 to be the function $ satisfying the equation SD($) = g, and take s = (dz)-V2 Combining the equality in Lemma 4.3 with the . fact that (U, T,/I o z) is a coordinate chart compatible with P', we conclude the following equality:
In other words, the operator D-v (2) in Theorem 3.7 (determines the projective structure (on a Riemann surface). TOME78-1999-N' Lemma 4.3 indicates how one might possibly try to generalize the Schwarzian derivative for the case of higher dimensions.
We take V = Cd $43. So P(V) is the compactification of Cd obtained by adding the hyperplane at infinity. Let F : U ---+ P(V) be a holomorphic map defined on an open subset U C Cd. Assume that F is a biholomorphism of U onto its image. Let V and V' be the two differential operators, of order two, given by Theorem 3.7, for the two projective structures on U, namely one given by the inclusion U 5; Cd and the other given by the pullback of the projective structure on F(U) using F.
As before, we consider the difference V' -V, which is a differential operator of order at most one (since the symbols of 2)' and 2, coincide). Though in the case of d = 1, V' -2, is of order zero, if d 2 2 then there are functions F such that 2)' -V is actually of order one.
Define the following differential operator (of order at most one)
over U, which maps sections of L* to sections of S2(Sr:) @ L*. Define the Schwarzian derivative of F to be the differential operator SV( F), of order at-most one, obtained above. When d = 1, the operator SV( F) is of order zero, and it is simply the tensor-product operation with the usual Schwarzian derivative of F.
is the section dz = dzi A. . . A dzd-l A dzd (of Ku) using the isomorphism (2.3) (for the natural projective structure of U given by its inclusion in Cd). Let SV(F), be the section of S2(C$) which satisfies the condition
over U. Note that since any two choices of (dz) '/cd+ ')differ by multiplication with a (d + 1)-th root of 1, the section SV(F), does not depend upon the choice of (dz)l/(d+'). Let dSVD(F)) := symbol (SV(F)) E H'(U, Tu @ S2(@,)) be the symbol of the Schwarzian derivative SV(F) defined in (4.6). The Schwarzian derivative SV( F) evidently determines, and is determined by, the section
For any G E SL(V), the two projective structures on U induced by F and G o F coincide. This immediately implies that
which is a generalization of the property (4.2). For any G E SL(V) we have SV(G) = 0. A projective transformation is clearly determined by its action on the second order infinitesimal neighborhood of a point. This implies that if SD(F) = 0, then F must be a projective transformation. Thus, F is a projective transformation if and only if its Schwarzian derivative SV( F) vanishes identically. So we see that the higher dimensional analog of the Schwarzian derivative shares all the properties of the usual Schwarzian derivative with respect to the projective transformations. Let X be a complex manifold equipped with two projective structures, say P and 7 respectively. Let 4 and 4 be two coordinate charts on an open subset U' C X, compatible with P and P respectively. Setting U = 4( U') and F == 4 o 4-i, construct the Schwarzian derivative SD(F). Using 4 identify SD(F) as a differential operator
over U', where L is the line bundle over X corresponding to the projective structure P (defined in Section 2). The compatibility properties of the Schwarzian derivative with projective transformations imply that such operators SD(F) over open sets of X patch compatibly to give a global differential operator
on X. If S23(P,p) = 0 then P and 7 are the two lifts to SL(V) of the same PGL(V) structure on X. Indeed, this is a consequence of the earlier observation that SD(F) = 0 implies that F must be a projective transformation. Taking the symbol of SZ?(P,F) in (4.8), the section
symbol (SZJ(P, P)) E H'(X, !& @ S"(@..J)
is obtained on X. However, the section SD(F) o, which was constructed locally in (4.7), cannot be made global -the local sections do not patch compatibly. The higher dimensional generalization of the Schwarzian derivative constructed above was inspired by the work [BRl] , which is a mathematical study of problems related to Conformal Field Theory. Different generalizations of the Schwarzian derivative to functions from Iw" to Iw" have been proposed in [A] and [OS].
A pairing of jet bundles over the projective line
Henceforth, we will always restrict ourselves to the case of a Riemann surface. In other words, it is assumed that dim P(V) = d = 1. A project.ive structure on a Riemann surface is usually defined by giving a covering using holomorphic coordinate charts such that all the transition functions are projective transformations [GUI] . However any such projective structure has a subcover such that the transition functions lift as an one cocycle with values in SL(V). Any two such lifts differ by a homomorphism of the fundamental group of the Riemann surface into Z/2Z.
As in Section 2, we fix once and for all a nonzero vector 6' E A"V. So 8 gives a symplectic structure on V.
Take any z E P(V); for any Ic E Z consider following short exact sequence of sheaves over P(V): holds. (Since P(P(V), LB" @I CJ p(L,)(-(n + 1)~)) = 0 if and only if k + n < 0.) Choose and fix an isomorphism between the two line bundles L and OP(~~)( -x) over P(V). A choice of such an isomorphism corresponds to a choice of a nonzero vector u E V which is represented by 2 E P(V). Indeed, using the Poincare adjunction formula, the fiber c?p(~)( -z), is the fiber of the canonical bundle, namely (KP(V))Z. Now the equality (2.3) implies that any isomorphism from L, to c)p(v) ( -x)~ is given by tensoring with a nonzero vector 'u E V represented by x.
Let 21 E V denote the vector that gives the isomorphism. between L and Opcv) (-z) that has been fixed. The symplectic structure B on V induces an isomorphism between V and V*. Let 'u* E V" denote the image of w by this isomorphism.
Assume that k 5 -n. The right-hand side of (5.3) can. be written as follows:
(We use the convention that SO(V*) = C and S-'(V') = 0.) The vector space
is realized as a subspace of S-"(V*), in (5.4), by mapping any w E S-k-n-l(V*) s-"(V') to the symmetrization of w 8 (u*)@(~+'). The quotient vector space * is identified with P(V*) in the following way: consider the surjective lZmGi~t!l$isrn ?Jl, : s-"(V") -s"(v*) defined by contracting with 2, @ceken). It is easy enough to check that the kernel of qli is precisely the image of S-k--n-l(V*) in SMk(V*). Now (5.3) and (5.4) combine together to give an isomorphism from J"(LBk), to Sn( V*). We will denote this isomorphism by F(x, ZJ). If u is replaced by Xv, where A E C* is any nonzero scalar, then this isomorphism changes by multiplication with the scalar X-levn, i.e., F(x, Xv) = A-"-"F(x, v) .
Consider the isomorphism (5.5) f(k,n), : J"(L@k)z -+ S"(V*) @ Lz+n defined by w c--f F(z, V)(W) @V @(k+lL). The above equality implies that f(lc, n), does not change if v is replaced by Av. In other word, f(k, n), is independent of the choice of the vector 21. However f(k, n), actually depends upon the choice of the symplectic structure 8. We will now assume that k > 0, and try to simplify the right-hand side of (5.2). Using Serre duality and the equality (2.3), we have the following equality:
(5.6) Hl(P(V), L':") = H"(P(V), L@-"I)* = S-'(V*)* = S"-'(V) = Sk-'(V*).
The last equality in (5.6) is given by the symplectic form 8, which identifies V with V*.
As before, choose a nonzero vector, w, in the line in V represented by 5, to get an isomorphism between L and Op(t/)(-5).
So (5.6) gives the following isomorphism:
The projection, namely
in the right-hand side of (5.2), is the contraction by w@(~+'). The kernel of II, is Y'(V*), where Sn(V*) is realized as a subspace of S '++i(I/-*) by mapping any w E Sn(V*) to the symmetrization of w @ (v*)~(~-'); th e vector V* E V*, as before, is the image of r,~ by the isomorphism between V and V* given by 8.
The above observations and the equality (5.2) comb:ine together to give an isomorphism between Jn(L@"), and S"(V*). It is easy enough to check that if w is replaced by XV, where /\ E 43 -0, then this isomorphism changes by multiplication with the scalar A-"-". Thus, the natural isomorphism obtained in (5.5) extends to the case where k > 0.
As in Section 3, let v*(n) denote the trivial vector bundle over P(V) with ,F(V*) as the typical fiber.
From the construction of the isomorphism (5.5) it is evident that the vector bundle isomorphism f(k,71) : JyLy -9*(n)) @ Lk+n )
given by (5.5), is equivariant for the actions of SL(V). Note that the vector B is left invariant by the action SL(V) on A"V. We put down the above observations in the form of the following lemma. Consider the diagonal action of SL(V) on the tensor product Sri(V) @I S"(V). It admits the following direct sum decomposition into irreducible SL( V) representations ([FH] , page 151, Exercise 11.11):
We will first describe the trivial subrepresentation So(V) in the above decomposition.
M) ME78-1999-d The symplectic form 0 induces a nondegenerate bilinear form on any symmetric tensor power P(V), which is symmetric if n is even and skew-symmetric if n is odd, and it has the further property that for any IL, %r E V, the following e:quality is valid: (P, IP ) = (u,w)" .
Since completely decomposable vectors generate the vector space P(V), the above condition actually determines the bilinear form. We will denote by w this bilinear form on S"(V). Clearly w is an invariant for the natural action of SL( V) on S"(V). The form w, being nondegenerate, can be thought of as an element in ,S"( V) @ S"(V). We are again using that f7 identifies V with V*.
The above element in S"(V) @I P(V) g iven by w, which we will also denote by w, generates the trivial subrepresentation So(V) in the decomposition (5.8).
We will now give an explicit description of the prlojection of the tensor product S"(V) @ S"(V) onto the direct summand S'(V). The form w induces a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on P(V) @ S"(V) using the following condition: for any u, II E P(V), (u @ vu, u 8 w) = (u, u)('u, 2') . Now consider the surjective homomorphism snw gl S"(V) -So(V) defined by 2, bv4 -mw7 which is clearly SL(V) q e uivariant, and it maps w to w. Hence it must be the projection of S"(V) @Sri(V) onto the factor So(V) in (5.8).
Identifying P(V) @ P(V) with End(S"(V)) using 0, the direct summand So(V) in (5.8) is precisely the space of endomorphisms of the. form Xl&,,(v),
where X E 43. In this identification w corresponds to the identity map, and the projection to So(V) is the homomorphism defined by
Since S"(V) is an irreducible SL(V)-module, by Schur's lemma Ids-(v~ spans the space of SL(V)-invariants in End(S"(V)). Take pairs of integers (,+I, n) and (Ica, n) satisfying the assumption in Lemma 5.7, i.e., kr $! [--n + l,O] and lcs $ [-n + l,O]. C onsider the tensor product of homomorphisms given by Lemma 5.7, namely
Note that So(V) = a3 using the isomorphism which maps any X E 43 to Xw. Using the symplectic structure 8, we have V = V*. Now using the projection of S"(V*) @ Sn(V*), which is the typical fiber of the trivial vector bundle V*(n) @ V*(n), onto the line So(V) in the decomposition (5.8), the homomorphism in (5.9) induces a homomorphism From the construction of the homomorphism I'(/Q, kz, n) it is evident that this homomorphism is equivariant for natural actions of SL(V) on all the vector bundles in (5.10).
For any s E H'(P(V), L""), with 3 being the corresponding section of P(Lk2), the homomorphism
defined by t I--+ I'(kl, Icz, n)(t, s), gives a global section of the sheaf of differential operators Diff",(,-) (L"' , L k1+k2f2n). It is a straight-forward calculation to check that the symbol (which is a section of L"') of the differentia.l operator D(s) is the section s itself. In fact, it is obvious that the symbol must be a constant scalar multiple of s. Indeed, the endomorphism of H'(P(V), L"') = S-li2 (V"), obtained by mapping any s to the symbol of D(s), commutes with the action of SL(V). On the other hand, SWkz (V") is an irreducible SL(V) module. Hence by Schur's lemma, this endomorphism must be a constant scalar multiplication.
For any s' E HO(P(V), Lkl), using I'(kl , k2, n) we may similarly construct an order n differential operator a(.~') E HO(P(V), Diff~(,)(Lk:", Lkl+k2+2n)). The symbol of n(s') is (-1)"s'. 6. Jet bundles over a Riemann surface with a projective structure Let X be a Riemann surface, not necessarily compact, equipped with a projective structure.
As in Section 2 (see above 2.9), let V denote the flat vector bundle over X that corresponds to the trivial vector bundle over P(V) with V as the typical fiber. As in Section 2, the line bundle over X corresponding to L will be denoted by L.
Since the isomorphism f(k, n) in Lemma 5.7 is equivariant for the actions of SL(V), it implies the following: Similarly, the homomorphism I'(kl, k2, n) in (5.10) induces a homomorphism
whenever the pairs of integers (ICI, n) and (k2, n) satisfy the condition k1, kz $ [-TZ + l,O]. As described in section 5, for a section s of C"" we may construct a differential operator of order n from Lkl to Ck1+Icz+2n simply by mapping a local section t of Lkl to rx ( kl, k2, n)(t, s). The symbol of this differential operator is the section s.
Thus, the homomorphism I'* (kI, k2, n) provides us with a way to lift a symbol of differential operator to an actual differential operator. In view of this prescription for lifting symbols of differential operators, it is natural to expect that the space of all differential operators of order n, between certain line bundles, may be decomposable into a direct sum of symbols of order less than or equal to n. In other words, the filtration (given by order) of the space of all differential operators between certain line bundles may have a natural splitting (semisimplification). The following theorem is in this direction. THEOREM 6.3. -Let X be a Riemann surf&e equipped with a projective structure. Let k, I E Z, and n E N be such that k $ [-n + l,O] , and E -k -j $ (0, 1) for any integer j E [l, n] . Then the space of global differential operators ,of order n from Cc" to L', namely H"(X, DiffF(C", Cl)), is canonically isomorphic to the direct sum 63 ( HO x Lc"-"-2"+2i) > i=o (CL 6 fp(,Y, cl-" @ &i)) ) i=o with the property that the image of HO(X, L1-lcP2j) by this isomorphism is contained in the subspace H'(X, Diff$(L', Cl)) of H'(X, DiffG(C", L:")).
Proof. -For any section s E H'(X, LlWke2j), where 0 differential operator of order j defined by trx(k, I-k -%,j)(h s) , which we will denote by Fj(s). Using the obvious inclusion, 5 j 5 n, consider the
we will consider F'(s) as a section of Diffk(L',C'). Thus, we have a homomorphism from the direct sum in Theorem 6.3 to H'(X, Diffg(Ll", L")), defined by (6.4)
where sj E H'(X, Llekm2j). In order to construct the inverse homomorphism of (6.4), take any differential operator D E H"(X, Diff~(C",L')); let
be the symbol of D. Consider the differential operator, A, defined by
Since the symbol of A, is also (T(D), the differential operator given by the difference, namely
is of order at most n -1. Using the natural inclusion of the space of lower order differential operator into the space of higher order operators, we will consider D,-1 as a section of DiffG-'(L", L"). At the j-th inductive step the homomorphism I,v(S, I -C -2(n -j), n -j) is used in order to construct AnPj. The numerical conditions imposed on k and I ensure that at each step of the above inductive argument, k and I-k -2(n -j) are in the allowed range for rs(k, 1 -k -2(n -j), n -j), namely k, 1 -k -2(n -j) f [j -n + l,O].
Mapping D to n-1 o(D) + c dDi> , i=O where 0 is the symbol map, we get the required inverse homomorphism of (6.4). That it is actually the inverse homomorphism follows from the equality, namely D = Cy="=, Ai, and the fact that the symbols of Di and Ai coincide. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0
Evidently, Theorem 6.3 implies that for a Riemann surface equipped with a projective structure, the direct sum @L=, H'(X, L'-"-*")
is canonically isomorphic to the subspace H"(X, Diffg(L", L")) of HO(X, Diff",(C", L")).
We will make two remarks about the decompo.sition of H"(X, Diff",(L", L")) in Theorem 6.3.
Remark 6.5.
(I) The isomorphism of the spaces of sections in Theorem 6.3, namely
is not induced by some vector bundle homomorphism between Diffg(L', L") and @y'"=, Cl-" @ Kqi -it d oes not commute with the multiplication by meromorphic functions (whenever applicable). Also, the vector bundles J"(LZ~) are not, in general, decomposable into a direct sum of line bund1e.s.
(2) Theorem 6.3 perhaps suggests the possible validity of the following general decomposition:
H"(X, Diff~(C",C")) = 6 Ijro(X, ,f?" @ K,ii) i=O for any k, l,n. However, this general statement is not valid. Indeed, for example we have
Thus, some numerical conditions on k, 1 and 12 are essential.
Setting k = --72 and 1 = n + 2 in Theorem 6.3, and using the equality LB2 = Kx, we obtain the following corollary: COROLLARY 6.6. -Let X be a compact Riemann sulfate equipped with a projective structure. The space of global differential operators of order n from &-" to ,Pf* admits the following natural decomposition: nfl H"(X, Diffg(L-nl C+")) = @ H"(X, KG). i=:l TOME78-1999-N' In Theorem 3.7 we constructed an operator Ds(n + 1) E H'(X, DiffQ+l(LC-'", P+")) whose symbol is the constant function 1. Combining this construction with Corollary 6.6, we conclude that for a compact Riemann surface X, equipped with a projective structure, the following natural decomposition of global differential operators holds: n+l (6.7)
H"(X, DiffT?'(C-", P+")) = $ H'(X, KG). i=o Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g equipped with a projective structure. Let M and M' be two line bundles over it of degree /cr(g -1) and Ic2(g -1) respectively. So M = L"qg)< and M' = ,CkZ @ [' , where < and E' are degree zero line bundles. This implies that [ and E' have natural unitary flat connections, which we will denote by V and V' respectively. Assume that the pairs (k,,n) and (ka,n) satisfy the condition in Lemma 6.1, i.e., lci,Ica $! [-n + l,O]. It is straight-forward to check that using V and V', the homomorphism F.Y (ki , Ic2, n), defined in (6.2), induces a homomorphism (6.8)
Indeed, IYY is determined by the following condition: for (local) sections s and t of C"' and Lka respectively, and (local) flat sections u and 'u of < and I' respectively, r~(s@u,taJ) = rx(lcl,Icz,n)(s,t)~u~~.
Now we have the following generalization of Theorem 6.3 for a compact Riemann surface with a projective structure: THEOREM 6.9. -Let X be a compact Riemann su&ce of genus g equipped with a projective structure. Let k, 1 E Z, and n E N be as in Theorem 6.3, i.e., k $ [-n + l,O] and 1 -k -j 4 {O,l} f or any integer j E [l, n]. Let IM and M' be line bundles over X ofdegree k(g -1) and Z(g -1) respectively. Then H"(X, Diff",(M, M')) admits the foElowing natural following decomposition:
= kH'(X, Hom(M, M') 8 Kz$), i=o satisfying the property that the image ofHO(X, Hom(M, M') 8 K$) by this isomorphism is contained in the subspace H"(X, Diff$(M, M')) ofIIO(X, Diff",(M, M')).
The proof of Theorem 6.9 is exactly the same as that of Theorem 6.3. As in the proof of Theorem 6.3, the key point in the argument is the following: for any section s of M', the symbol of the order n differential operator (E H"( X, Diff", (111, M @ M' @ Kg))), defined by t +-+ FY(t, s), is s. The validity of this property is actually an immediate consequence of the fact that the differential operators constructed using the homomorphism I?x(lcr, k2, n), defined in (6.2), have this property.
Theorem 6.9 implies that, for a compact Riemann surface equipped with a projective structure, the direct sum @kZo H'(X, Hom(M, M') @ K,?") is canonically isomorphic to the subspace H'(X, Diffa(M, M')) of H"(X, Diffy,(M, M')).
It is easy enough to see that the decompositions of global differential operators given in Theorems 6.3 and 6.9 actually depend upon the projective structure on X.
7. Infinitesimal deformations of a projective structure Let S be a connected oriented C" real manifold of dimension two. Assume the following condition on its genus: g = genus(S) 2 2.
Let P(S) denote the space of all equivalence classes Iof projective structure on S such that the orientation of S is compatible with the orientation induced by the projective structure. (Recall that a projective structure on 5' induces a complex structure on S.) We will call two projective structures, say P and Q, on S to be equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism of S, say f, which is homotopic to the identity map of S, and f * P = Q.
The space P(S) has a natural structure of a complex manifold of dimension 6g -6. Given a projective structure, we consider the monodromy representation of the flat vector bundle V, defined in Section 2 (above 2.9). The ma.p (7.1)
obtained this way is known to be a local biholomorphism. The natural complex structure on SL(V) induces a complex structure on Hom(ni(S), SL(V))/SL(V). Let 7(S) denote the Teichmiiller space for S. It is the space of all complex structures on S, compatible with its orientation, quotiented by the group of diffeomorphisms of S homotopic to the identity map.
Since a projective structure on S induces a complex structure on S, there is a natural projection which is actually a K$-,,, -torsor. This means that p is a holomorphic submersion, and for any c E 7(S), the fiber p-'(c) is an affine space for th.e fiber (&?~cs,)~ of the holomorphic cotangent space; moreover, for any (local) holomorphic sections s and t of p and R& respectively, s + t is also a holomorphic section of p. That p is a R$-(s)-torsor follows from the fact that the space of all projective structures on a Riemann surface X is an affine space for H'(X, Ki) in a natural way [D] . Take any P E P(S). So P gives a Riemann surface structure on S, which we will denote by X, equipped with a projective structure. For P, consider the differential operator 2)x(3) constructed in Theorem 3.7. Let C. denote the following complex of sheaves on X: The following lemma was inspired by [WI.
LEMMA 7.4. -The tangent space TpP(S) is natural'ly parametrized by HIl(X, C.), the jirst hypercohomology of the complex C,.
ProoJ: -Let r : Xu --+ U be a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces with projective structure parametrized by the unit disk U C: C, such that X0 = r-l(O) is the given Riemann surface X with projective structure P. Let {Ua} be an open cover of Xu such that each U, is Stein. Fix a coordinate function (z,, t) on U,, where t is the obvious coordinate function on U.
For t E U, on the Riemann surface X, = r-'(t), equipped with a projective structure, let Vt denote the operator DO,(~) constructed in Theorem 3.7.
On the open set U, n Xt of Xt, the action of Dt on $5, namely Dt(&), is a section of Kg+ (& is a local section of Tr;,). Let D,(&) be g(za, t)(d.z,)@2. Consider which is a section of Ki over U, n X. The difference is a vertical vector field (for the projection TIT) over U, fl U,.
It is easy enough to see that the pair ({[(a, p)}, { &}) is an one cocycle for C,. For two different choices of coverings (and coordinates) on X u, the two corresponding cocycles for C. differ by a coboundary.
Thus, we have a homomorphism (7.5) f(P) : TpP(S) -W(X, C), which is easily seen to be injective. Consider the following short exact sequence of complexes: where Kg [l] denotes the shifted complex 0 ---+ Kg, with KS at the first position; TX in (7.6) is the one term complex with T-y at the 0-th position. Since ffl(X, K;) = 0 = H"(X, TX)! (recall that g 2 2) the long exact sequence of hypercohomologies for (7.6) gives that dimW(X, C,) = dimH'(X, Kg) + dimW(X, TX) I= 6g -6.
Since dim?(S) = 6g -6, the homomorphism f(P) in (7.5) must be an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Cl
From the construction of the homomorphism f(P) in (7.5) it is clear that the projection Hi(X, C.) -H1(X, TX), induced by (7.6), is the differential, at P, of the map p defined in (7.2).
In (4.4) we saw that the operator D(3), constructed in (3.6), is is, where z is the natural coordinate on P(V) (with values in 43 U 00) obta.ined after choosing a basis of V. This implies that the kernel of D(3) is the constant subsheaf of Tpcvl given by the image of H'(P(V), T p(v)). This subsheaf is precisely v*(2) in Lemma 3.2.
Now from the proof of Theorem 3.7 we see that the kernel of the differential operator DAY(3) is the locally constant sheaf corresponding to the flat vector bundle s"(v*) = Ad(V))
where Ad(U) is the Lie algebra bundle consisting of trace zero endomorphisms of V. The natural isomorphism between S2(Y*) and Ad(V) can be described as follows: using contraction we have a homomorphism (7.7) s"(v*) @ v -.v* .
On the other hand, the symplectic structure on the fibers of U (induced by 8) identifies V with V*. Combining this isomorphism with the homomorphism in (7.7) we get an isomorphism between S2(V*) and Ad(V). We will denote by A@') the locally constant sheaf on X corresponding to the flat vector bundle Ad(V) .
Since Ad(V) is the kernel of D,(3), the complex C. is quasi-isomorphic to Ad(V). Therefore, we have the following isomorphism: where the last isomorphism is given by Theorem 3.7. Now using the natural inclusion of Ad(V) in Ad(V), and the obvious projection J2(T,~) --+ TX, we get the following homomorphisms: (7.9) H'V, Ad@')) -H1(X, J2(Tx);) -H1(X, TX).
The composition of the above two homomorphisms is the differential, at H(P), of the map p o H-l. Thus, we have proved the following proposition:
PROIWSITION 7.10. -The diflerential at P E P(S) of the local biholomorphism H, dejined in (7.1), coincides with the isomorphism obtained in (7.8). Furthermore, the d@erential at H(P) of the locally defined holomorphic map p o H-l coincides with the projection obtained in (7.9).
The vector space H1 (X, Ad(V)) h as a skew-symmetric pairing which defines a symplectic form on Hom(rr(S), SL(V))/SL(V),
[AB], [Gol] . This pairing is defined by 
